INTRODUCTION
Limited-flow networks (networks whose arcs capacities can be regarded as s-independent, discrete, finite, and multiplevalued random variables such as electric-power transmission & distribution systems, transportation networks, and telecommunication & computer networks) are important in modem technology. Several authors have proposed approaches to evaluate the probability that the system capacity (maximal flow) is d. Doulliez & Jamoulle [8] applied the Ford-Fulkerson flowaugmenting method [ 121 to decompose the state space into a set of accepted states, a set of unaccepted states, and disjoint sets of unspecified states. Each set of unspecified states is recursively decomposed until no set of unspecified states is left. Each of such disjoint sets of accepted states is bounded by two critical-state points vo, v* so that its probability can be computed directly in terms of yo, v*. The probability that the system capacity level is d is thus the sum of probabilities of such disjoint sets. Evans [ 101 calculated the same probability for such a directed flow network in terms of K-lattices which are generated from each collection of MCs (minimal cutsets in binary state case) one by one. Besides that, the number of total collections 2"' -1 grows exponentially with the number of MCs, m ; it further needs to combine K-lattices to obtain disjoint lattices for simplifying the probability evaluation.
To estimate Pr { system capacity level > d } for the same network, Fishman [ 111 presented a Monte Carlo sampling plan to derive the point estimates and their interval estimates from samples of finite sizes. Regarding the multi-area power system as a limited-flow network, Clancy, Gross, Wu [7] tried to evaluate its reliability approximately in two phases: Doulliez & Jamoulle decomposition method [8] is executed recursively until the efficiency of the decomposition is less than a specified level; then Monte Carlo simulation is applied to approximate the contribution of each set of unspecified states to the system reliability. Several other authors [3, 4, [15] [16] [17] presented methods to compute the reliability of a telecommunication netwotk under a stricter assumption that each arc has binary states, viz, fixed non-zero and zero capacities.
Virtually, reliability evaluation can be camed out in terms of MCs in the 2-state model, and d-MCs (upper boundary points of level d in [13] and lower critical connection vector to level d in [9] ) for each level d in the multistate model. The limitedflow network is treated here as a multistate system of multistate components and so the need of an efficient algorithm to search for all of its d-MCs arises. Xue [ 181 presented such an algorithm for a general multistate system. However, many steps in the Xue' algorithm (which uses discrete function theory, modular decomposition, and system enlarging) are superfluous whenever it is applied to a limited-flow network.
The problem to search for all MCs in the 2-state model is NP-complete [6] . Hence, as in Evans [lo] , our JLY' method assumes that the family of all MCs is known in advance. Section 3 presents JLY, and section 4 illustrates it through numerical examples. Section 5 introduces XGMS briefly. In section 6, the state space decomposition method [5] which utilizes the decomposition concept [8] in terms of d-MCs is briefly introduced to evaluate the probability that the system performs successively at level d + 1 and then the overall system reliability. Section 7 analyzes JLY and compares it with XGMS. enlarged by treating unreliable nodes as arcs [2] . valued r.v. with a given known distribution. and ci = M i for all ai SE K,..
NOTATION, NOMENCLATURE, ASSUMPTIONS

4(3)
Any C = (cI,cZ, ... As M = V ( e ) = 4, the system has 5 capacity levels: 0,1,2,3,4. The result is listed in table 2: 'Candiates whose capacity levels are smaller than 2.
"Candiates that violate U, S n { K i lcKi(C) = 2).
Example 2
--s a a2 a6 as 
Obtain PMI(d) from MI, ,
; see notation.
4 5 1 9 K3 = {a7,a89%>.
tain MIq(i) for i=O,l, ..., C K~(~) .
As M = V ( e ) = 5, the system has 6 capacity levels: It is series-parallel iff Ki nKj = 0 for all i # j .
MIK, (4) , MIK, (6), and MIK (6) respectively, one element of PMI (4) The structure function of the series-parallel satisfies:
Now consider a2-MC, say (1,1,2,2,3,1,2,2,1,1,) 1,2,1,1,2) of the original system. 
COMPARISON & DISCUSSION
Decomposition
XGMS first decomposes the system into subsystems. Unless the system has a special structure, a good choice for such subsystems is the family of MCs. This is identical to: all MCs are known in advance in JLY. 
Bound of Total Number of d-MC Candidates
The numbers of non-negative integer solutions which satisfy are respectively (p+q4-1) and l [bf, otherwise '
Let w = ( w~, w~, ..., w,)EPMI(~). say, it is generated @ ( r ) = For relatively small values oft, higher order convolutions of R ( i j , t ) can be neglected to calculate approximate values of P, ( i , A ) .
